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"Every man should be skilled in the art of drinking tea, drinking liquor, eating and making love..." Lisu motto.

In Paris, in 1670, J.P. De Marine S.J. was unable to contain his exasperation at the "confidence" of the Siamese in their Buddhist "priests" and images as a principal cause of their refusal to accept the Christian faith. One thing apparently remains constant over the centuries: the "confidence" and the devotedness of the Thai people towards their Buddhist religion is seen in the fact that from a population in 1989 of something over fifty-four million there are probably less than half a million practising Christians of all persuasions (0.5%). Yet the paucity of numbers has not stopped the Christian churches from exhibiting a visible presence in Thailand through the provision of schools, tertiary institutes, hospitals and medical centres in the cities. Many of these schools are extremely prestigious: the Catholic Assumption College in Bangkok takes up almost one side of a city block, with students drawn from the families of predominantly rich Thai Buddhists. The equally prominent and famous Protestant school in Chiang Mai, The Prince Royal's School, also attracts students from similar backgrounds.

In comparison it may be noted that in the Huai Manao region in Chan Thong District in the area of the Hill Tribes, out of a total of 604 school-age children only 304 (50.1%) were actually in school at any one time. From a total of 1,200 people of working age only 266 (21.80%) had ever received any kind of education.

That perhaps the majority of those who benefit from all this expensive Christian endeavour are still and likely to remain Buddhists or animists is, so it would appear, of secondary importance to both the Catholic and Protestant churches in Thailand. By showing a compassionate, sensitive and caring presence, the churches believe that besides carrying out the evangelical precepts they are also helping to create an environment in which Christian verities may be discussed and examined freely, with the future anticipation that with the claims of Christianity having been examined in this way, there may be an avowal of Christian belief forthcoming from some. Yet for the most part, there appears to be little doubt that where Christianity has been espoused, it has for the most part been taken up by those who have never been Buddhists. And as in the northeastern border areas of Burma, so in the northern and northwestern border regions of Thailand; it is the members of the Hill Tribes who have become Christians. From a Thai point of view, these Hill Tribes are the aboriginals of Thailand. Their facial, cultural and societal attributes are not Thai. Religiously they are animists, agriculturalists living in the sparsely settled mountains of northern and southwestern Thailand, and, for many of them, blood-kin to those Hill Tribes over the border in Burma—Karens. Shans, Kachins, Karens. They are scattered over twenty-one Thai provinces, and up until 1985 it was estimated that there were nearly half a million of these Hill Tribe peoples. Of this number 235,622 are Karens or 51.54% and they are the largest group; the Khamu, numbering only 5,355 or 1.17%, are the smallest. The Hill Tribes may be divided into two groups, identified by geographic location. What are called the low hill and high valley peoples comprise the Karen, Lua, Khamu and H'tin peoples. Traditionally they practice rotational farming in fixed village boundaries. Where there is enough water they make rice terraces as well as growing some vegetables. In the main they might be called subsistence farmers able to sell a little

* L'etat present de l'église de la Chine et des autres royaumes voisins.
surplus in good seasons. These people have never been opium poppy growers, principally because the opium poppy does not grow successfully below one thousand metres—which does not necessarily suggest that given the right opportunities they might have traded in the opium poppy. These tribespeople, particularly the Karens, are monogamous, and therefore be surplus in good seasons.13 These people have never been opium poppy growers, principally because the opium poppy does not grow successfully below one thousand metres—which does not necessarily suggest that given the right opportunities they might have traded in the opium poppy. These tribespeople, particularly the Karens, are monogamous, and therefore because of this religious and social tradition they have been more open to Christian evangelisation.14

Up in the highlands and upper reaches of the mountain ranges where the opium poppy is grown successfully, the tribes of the Meo, Yao, Lahu, Lisu and Akha are also swidden agriculturists, whose main crop is the opium poppy.15 These Hill Tribes migrated into Thailand from Burma and Laos during this century and because of the nature of the soil rely almost exclusively on the cultivation and sale of the opium poppy simply to survive.16

In 1958 the Thai government banned the sale and consumption of opium and at much the same time (June 1959) set in place a Central Tribal Welfare Committee which was responsible for carrying out government directives.17

It is of course one thing to ban the sale of opium — and therefore the growing of it; it is quite another to enforce this ban. In 1963, four years after the ban by the government, the opium production per person was about 1 kg per year, and at that time the price of a kilogram of raw opium sold up in the hills was between ฿800 and ฿900 (at today’s exchange rate $45).18

There are several reasons why then, as today, the tribes continued to grow the opium poppy: because they did not know how to grow anything else, nor did they have any idea that there could be alternative crops which would be more economically advantageous for them.19 Another reason is that Chinese merchants then as now had/have a great influence on the economic life of the opium-growing tribespeople. Cheap trade goods were offered them in exchange for raw opium, which was later processed at secret hideouts in the mountains, converted to heroin and sold for large sums.20 This in turn was/is cut again and mixed with some innocuous substance — flour perhaps — and resold. Each handling increased the value — a far cry from the original trumpery trade goods or small amount of money given to the original growers.21 Thus there comes financial and economic exploitation of the tribespeople.

As in other parts of Southeast Asia (for example the villages of Flores and Timor and Java), the villagers often become in thrall to the moneylenders22 who were, twenty-five years ago, often the only outside people they knew or to whom they could give limited trust. Thus a cycle was brought into being from which the tribespeople could not escape and from which the Chinese merchants and moneylenders would not allow them to escape.23 In these Hill Tribe areas, especially in the areas to the west and east of the northern cities of Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai, there are many government and non-government agencies working, trying to raise the economic sights of the people particularly through the substitution of other crops for that of the opium poppy, One of the most well-known private agencies is that funded by His Majesty the King of Thailand: the Thung Luang Highland Agricultural Project in Chiang Mai Province.24

This project, which has all the financial and practical support, not to mention the prestige, which comes from the throne, is the one which attracts photographers and the media from inside and outside the country. Nevertheless amongst other non-government agencies whose profiles are considerably lower are the socio-economic development strategies financed by the Church of Christ in Thailand,25 which also provides the field workers, and the Norwegian Church Aid Highland Development Project centred on Chiang Mai.26 Like the church in other regions of Southeast Asia and other parts of the so-called Third World, the church endeavours to serve the "little people" by helping them to use their own efforts to escape economic dependency from those who would exploit them — moneylenders, corrupt officials, traditional clan leaders, afraid of losing their influence to these new ways.27

The Church of Christ in Thailand (CCT) and the American Baptist Mission (ABM)

The American Presbyterian Mission has had a long and honourable career in Thailand. Its first missionaries arrived in 1849 as medical missionaries,28 attracting not only the Thai nobles by their medical skills but also the poor and the indigent. In 1934 this mission became part of the Church of Christ in Thailand, and of all the Protestant denominations working in Thailand and in the Hill Tribe areas is probably the most indigenously oriented since almost all its ministers are Thai, Chinese or Karen.

In point of fact the Church of Christ sees itself as a national Thai Church comprising the United Presbyterians, the Disciples of Christ and the Marburger Mission of Germany, together with some participation by the United States Baptist Church.29 There are also links with the United Church of Christ of Japan, the Presbyterian Church of Korea and the Protestant Church of South India. There are 149 congregations which are Thai, Chinese and Karen speaking. In Bangkok and Chiang Mai there are English-speaking congregations made up in the main by expatriate Americans.30 Besides the 149 congregations, the Church of Christ in Thailand also has established six hospitals, forty schools, and since 1974 Thailand’s (then) first University in Chiang Mai, Payap, together with a hostel for its students.31

The first Protestant church work began in Chiang Mai in 1867, followed thirty years later by the opening of a mission station in Chiang Rai.32 Between 1904 and 1914 the Presbyterian Dr. James McKeen pioneered medical work in northern Thailand. He is accredited with stopping the spread of the scourge of smallpox through the vaccine produced in his small laboratory and sending out trained teams of vaccinators
through the northern villages. He founded the well-known McCormick Hospital in Chiang Mai as well as a leprosarium.33 Thus for well over one hundred years the Protestant church in Thailand has been involved in socio-economic development work, and since the Edict of Toleration issued by King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) in 1878,34 which allowed freedom of religion and religious expression provided it was not lèse majesté, subsequent Thai governments have given assistance to Christian medical and education works, through land-grants, gifts and subsidies.35 Yet still the majority of funds come from American and German supporters and, more recently, from Norway.36

In 1969 there were already 23,000 students from all parts of Thailand studying under Christian auspices.37 Indeed it has been suggested that the Thai government education system from its objectives, content and method has in fact been adapted from those of Christian mission schools. Prince Damrong,38 one of the most accomplished of King Chulalongkorn's brothers, wrote in the late twenties, "...of the benefits introduced into the country by American missionaries, their educational and medical services stand out in special prominence". So whilst it is not so surprising that education has always received a high profile, and has been valued as a contribution from Christian medical and education works, through land-grants, gifts and subsidies. Yet still the majority of funds come from American and German supporters and, more recently, from Norway.36

In 1952 the American Baptist Mission (ABM) began its work in North Thailand amongst the Karen people. The ABM had in fact been working with the Karens in Burma for over 100 years. Here to the north of Chiang Mai the Karens were given assistance in developing their own self-supporting church as well as constructing hostels so that the Karen children from outlying areas could come in to school. Yet even so only 1% of children had any opportunity to go beyond grade four primary education.39

In 1968 educational and medical work began amongst the Lahu, Lisu and Akha peoples, whose main source of employment was the growing of opium poppy to be sold at small profit to themselves yet with vast profits for the drug dealers in Chiang Mai or who come to Chiang Mai.41 A hostel was established in the city of Fang near Chiang Rai for Lahu children to enable them to go to school. Dietary problems besides educational ones had often to be the first priority of the mission. Most of the Hill Tribes people exist on a diet of rice and chilis with a few native vegetables. This meagre and protein-deficient diet is supplemented with bamboo shoots and native plants, snails, small fish and on feast days the occasional chicken or small pig.42

Whilst on the other hand some Shan tribes living in the valleys live well on wet-rice and irrigation agriculture, in the villages high up in the mountains, where swidden agriculture is practised, there is little water for growing vegetables in the Dry Season.43 And although government agencies are involved in irrigation and drinking water programmes there is never enough and often villages must wait for years before they have a good water supply.44

This is where the CCT through its Social Development Department is able to help. When other sources of finance are unavailable the Church provides a grant for the materials to construct a cistern or water pipes, with the villagers contributing their labour.45

Yet like all development agencies which have an overall plan, there is sometimes a tendency to pre-judge and/or pre-empt village capacities. In one project, Huny Kec, it was said that the people were "apathetic and apparently incapable of carrying out simple repairs urgently needed to an existing water scheme."46

Even though the Church through its Social Development arm appears to have organised — even galvanised — the villagers into action with a small sum of money to effect the repairs, there is an underlying question: why were the people apathetic? They needed water, and however poor people may be, they are not stupid. Perhaps the answer may be twofold: that the original water supply had been installed by a government agency and the people had no proprietal responsibility, or it might have been that however necessary others perceived a good water supply to be, that perception was not shared by the village, for they had another priority, although what that priority was is unknown — perhaps for the very good reason that no one had asked them.47 And as in other parts of the world such as Java, Bali and elsewhere, where the fear of spirits guides everyday intercourse, foreign ways, foreign teachings, foreign materials are often regarded with suspicion, since the existence of these may bring about the anger of the spirits, and in turn poor crops and family misfortunes; and the last situation is thereby worse than the first.49

In 1962 the American Baptist Mission began its agricultural programme in earnest for the Hill Tribes of North Thailand. Twenty acres situated northwest of Chiang Mai were set aside where young tribesmen were taught how to care for livestock and poultry and how to diversify their agricultural dependence on the opium poppy.50 Co-operation and support came from the Thai (government) Agricultural Extension Service, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Universities of California and Florida and the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations.51 With expertise given by these bodies and the ABM's agricultural experts and advisers working amongst the various tribal groups, new crops were introduced; sometimes these flourished and sometimes the experiment failed because the soil was too poor, or the tribespeople did not understand how to care for the new crop.52 But this horticultural experimentation served as a good learning experience, especially when crops from other countries were introduced to supplement the inadequate diet and also to provide a cash crop for the tribes.53

Citrus fruits, especially valencia oranges, lemons, mandarins, limes and tangelos, were and have been grown, all of which provided vitamin C for the children as well as finding a market in Chiang Mai.54

In 1966 red kidney and pinto beans were introduced for the first time amongst the opium poppy-growing tribes.
These grew well in the high mountains and not only have they proved to be a popular source of food for the people but there is a high demand from the (Chinese) merchants in Chiang Mai for them. And the fact that the Chinese have taken enthusiastically to these ensures that there will always be a sale for them, and profits for the growers.55

In one sense it sounds jejune to mention the “exotic” sounding opium poppy in the same breath as ordinary kidney beans, yet the fact is that the tribespeople are learning that there are more profits to be made from the humble bean than the opium poppy, more profits to be made from growing and selling a wider variety of vegetables than from growing and harvesting the poppy. Yet one of the difficulties the development experts have had to overcome was that when they had persuaded the tribes not to grow the opium poppy they stopped growing the vegetables alongside the poppy.56 So a programme of diversifying into other strains of vegetables and fruits had to be undertaken at the same time. In the lower Karen villages coffee robusta was first introduced in the late 1950’s with the Thai government guaranteeing a fair price.57 Two kinds of special upland rice from Japan were first tried in 1966 which produced two or three times more grain than the native variety. High-protein corn has been tested in these mountains for the Rockefeller Foundation and a variety produced by crossing local corn with this high-protein corn. Although by the early 80’s the results had still not proved conclusive, it is said that all the essential amino acids are present and at least theoretically would amount to a complete food.58 California chilis, which are larger than the native variety, are grown and dried and sold as a cash crop, and in the dry season from October to May tomatoes are also grown as a cash crop, finding a ready sale in the local markets on the plain.59

Perhaps the CCT’s first organised attempt at development projects on a large scale began in 1961, three years after the Thai government had banned the sale and use of opium.60 This development was called the Rural Life Department, and with funds mainly from American churches and sponsors the department poured millions of baht into nutrition projects, home economic departments, and water resource surveys.61 Ban or village leadership groups founded on what were called “Bible principles” ostensibly gave the village people an avenue for discussion.62 Cattle and crop improvement were continuing projects financed by overseas donors.

Yet these seemingly successful and enthusiastically carried out projects collapsed in 1976 amidst great recriminations.63 There appears to have been some proof that funds had not reached the projects for which they were earmarked. Whilst the major philosophy of the Rural Life Department seems to have been that the poor in the rural areas and in the Hill Tribe areas could be helped by low cost capital loans to those who could never qualify for loans except at very high interest from loan-sharks, it would appear that too much emphasis had been placed on the giving of money or the giving of credit,64 in particular to those who knew little of the economics of a cash economy or, indeed, even knew how to handle what was to them large sums of money. Millions of baht seemed to vanish as fast as village training schemes broke down.

When in 1977 the CCT established its Social Development and Service Department again there were problems because at first there seems to have been no central co-ordinated plan. Most of the church members appear to have seen development as a means of evangelisation, of preaching the Christian gospel, and the new Service department simply as a means of helping church congregations.65 Not unnaturally, if this was their view, charity/self-help ought to have begun at “home.” It took time for the message to sink in, that development was a community affair; that development was for all people — those who were Christians and those who were Buddhists or animists; that development meant not only economic development but also social, community, spiritual development. In short, development of the whole person.66

Since 1977 the basic approach of the CCT has been to set up training programmes to undertake two basic problems: how to train leaders who have understood the new methods of agriculture and are willing to try them, and to urge their local community to try the growing of new crops, thus beginning a whole new project programme.67

Thus it was/is hoped that by training leaders from a particular community their people would understand that new ideas, new ways of agriculture, new cash crops came from one of their own people. And thus would prove more acceptable than a development programme initiated solely by a donor agency or by the church agents. In the current development jargon these programmes would be a “bottom up” approach rather than a “top down” approach. This latter approach is a trap into which many organisations have fallen before now. It is a tragedy, since these development agencies, Church or State, put into place their strategies with the very best of motives: that of raising the economic sights of people in a particular region, so that through this new economic technology people may gain the opportunity to lead — or learn to lead — happier and less anxious lives.

That it is a trap is shown by Schumacher when he suggests: “It is quite wrong to assume that poor people are generally unwilling to change; but the proposed change must stand in some organic relationship to what they are doing already, and they are rightly suspicious of, and resistant to radical changes proposed by town-based and office-bound innovators...”68

There are examples of this in the Eastern islands of Indonesia, one of which will serve to explain the point.

The Indonesian provincial government project in Nusa Tenggara Timur, for which the Australian International Development Aid Bureau (AIDAB) is the agent, is, in the opinion of some, in the process of falling into this trap, spending in the region of Rp. nine billion, with the contribution of around $A25 million from AIDAB, on water resources, building earth dams, and cattle fattening schemes.69 Australian anthropologists, economists, agronomists and administrators are training
their Indonesian counterparts to take over when the Australian agents leave in early 1992.

Whilst some subsistence farmers and villagers in the immediate vicinity have benefited from having water facilities, it is doubtful whether such expensive and advanced technology is appropriate in an island where for the majority the digging stick has been called "high technology." It is even more doubtful whether sufficient consultation has been entered into between the provincial government and the subsistence farmers. Similarly in the nearby island of Sumba, and in West Java, the German firm TVu Rhineland has, at its own expense and as a "pilot scheme," put in place several photo-voltaic systems, which while gathering cheap energy from the sun, enough to run water pumps, ice-crushing plants and navigation buoys, has cost millions of Deutschmarks.

There is, as Ponciano Bennagen has written, "a touch of tragic irony in the many everyday events taking place in underdeveloped countries... stereo music flows from a village hut... massive dams rise on peasants' ancestral land with only token planning for relocating adversely affected villagers."

It seems almost inevitable that projects like these will eventually fail and grind to a halt amidst recriminations. Thus the CCT had to learn its lesson the hard way, as has the Catholic Church in Flores and Sumba. Projects imposed from above with the best and most unselfish of motives cannot succeed unless they pay due and careful attention to what the people are saying, what they want and what they see as their first priorities.

It was said earlier that the Karens were the most numerous of the Hill Tribes. Yet one of the disappointments spoken of by some church development officials is that those with whom the church is involved have not after thirty-two years progressed as much as it was hoped after such long term development assistance. The church development "managers" claim that the Karen people have not successfully made the transition from a "traditional" society to a "technological" society.

Therefore the question has to be asked: after such intensive development opportunities, with any amount of technological expertise from devoted professional agronomists, agricultural scientists and after the expenditure of millions of dollars, why have the Karens and the Hill Tribes in general not progressed at a faster rate?

Apart from a perhaps unconscious arrogance on the part of the agents of change and development, the answer, if answer there is, may be found in the word "expectations." The American missionaries and Thai government agencies, those Thai and Hill Tribe leaders whom they have trained, have arguably not taken sufficient note of the clan leaders in the communities which they serve. Traditional laws and customs are never entirely static, for change comes slowly. Villagers, tied as they are to the routines of seedtime and harvest, and the seasonal changes, are always conservative and myopic. And whilst expertise, foreign aid and foreign experts may be appreciated, nevertheless "the old ways" are more familiar and more comfortable. When change seems likely to affect the role and the influence of the han or clan leader it is not surprising that he may use his authority to play down the possible benefits of any socio-economic development planned for his people. And whilst cabbages and beans, citrus fruits and corn may be more profitable cash crops, the traditional opium poppy crop is more familiar; there are less skills to learn in the farming of it, for these are handed down from father to son.

A lecturer, who is a liberal in theology, at the CCT seminary in Payap University in Chiang Mai has said that he believes the current development strategy of the church is wrong. Who, he asks, is developing whom? Development appears to be imposed on people, and he has given as a specific case poor Thai villagers on the outskirts of Chiang Mai. The church was eager to help them — but he has argued that any request for help and for any of the perceived benefits from developmental projects must come from them first. This is very much like the argument put forward by some Divine Word Missionaries on the island of Flores, Indonesia, who have argued that too much development leads the village people to see the church as a cornucopia of good things, as an institution which will do things, give things for them when they ask. Rather, these men argue, it would be better for the old values of mutual co-operation to re-assert themselves, for the people to work their own way out of their difficulties.

Which sounds well enough, yet in the constant round of poverty, ignorance, malnutrition, and indebtedness to moneylenders, there must be an outside force to break this cycle. And it is in this role of an outside force that the church has taken on itself the burden of socio-economic developer.

Certainly mistakes have been made: insensitivity on the part of Christian missionaries and development experts have created pools of resentment in the same way that insensitivity from anthropologists, government officials and others have often hindered rather than helped these Hill Tribe peoples and others in underdeveloped regions of the so-called Third World. Whilst Western development experts because of their educational and intellectual achievements can see very clearly why diversification of crops and/or water reticulation projects are necessary for better hygiene and nutrition, it does not automatically follow that a Hill Tribe subsistence farmer will be able—or even want—to follow the same line of reason and logic. Again it seems as if Schumacher has put his finger on the case in point, when he says that the poor can be helped to help themselves but only "by making available to them a technology that recognises the economic boundaries and limitations of poverty—an intermediate technology."

Perhaps those who criticise vast development strategies of either governments and their agents or development projects undergirded by churches have a point to make when they state that too often traditional customs and religion and traditional village organisations are ignored in the name of development. New ways, new economic strategies and thrusts do disrupt local societies which in fact have been built on the ac-
cumulated experiences of the community over centuries and have an important part to play in supporting development efforts.

Sulak Sivaraksa has a valid point to make when he states:

When we speak of goals of development, we must not think only of the values attached to the immediate goals, but we must also think beyond them to the end result in order to see if those values are just, suitable and right... We must understand in what ways the fruits of development will contribute toward to making people more human... The further development proceeds the more necessary it is for man to deepen his own self-understanding and his knowledge of the world... To put it in Christian terms, the end result of development is to come to God... To put it in Buddhist terms, the end result of development is that man should know... the Middle Way, gaining that full insight into the nature of life which brings one to life's goal which is freedom.84

Again, it comes back to Schumacher's ideal of "small is beautiful" or what Indonesians call "satu per satu—step by step." In other words, unless local needs, local customs, local perceptions are met head-on and unless those on the receiving end of development understand fully the part they have to play, the new development technologies may well be listened to politely—but the necessary co-operation will not be forthcoming. Because the people are having good done to them rather than being allowed to share in the new development as equal partners: a new development which they understand, and then want.

Yet having said this, it is perhaps only the church with its evangelical commission which can successfully minister to the whole person, by providing educational and intellectual stimulants, by providing the developmental and economic infrastructure without thought of material gain or of profit, by providing an environment in which the things of the spirit may be discussed and pondered.
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